
 
 

 
 
April 23, 2007 
 
Governor Chris Gregoire     sent via facsimile: 
Office of the Governor     360.753.4110 
Legislative Building         
P.O. Box 40002 
Olympia, WA 98504-0002    
 
Re: Please VETO ESSB 5726     
 
Dear Governor Gregoire: 
 
Thank you for affording the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies (NAMIC) an 
opportunity to respectfully request that you Veto ESSB 5726, An Act Creating the Insurance 
Fair Conduct Act. The proposed legislation would be detrimental to insurers and consumers in 
Washington.  
  
NAMIC is a full-service national trade association with more than 1,400 member companies that 
underwrite approximately 43 percent ($196 billion) of the property and casualty insurance 
premium in the United States. NAMIC membership includes four of the seven largest 
property/casualty insurance carriers in the nation, and every size regional, national and state 
specific property/casualty insurer, including hundreds of farm mutual insurance companies. 
NAMIC has 110 member insurance carriers doing business in the state of Washington, who write 
approximately 31% of the property/casualty insurance business in the state.    
 
From a public policy standpoint, unfair claims practices legislation needs to be balanced and 
equitable for both the consumer and the insurance carrier. Plaintiffs should be provided   
appropriate legal remedies to protect them against outrageous claims adjusting practices, but not 
at the expense of denying defendants procedural safeguards necessary to protect them from    
frivolous lawsuits. ESSB 5726 does not strike such a balance.     
 
The Washington state insurance marketplace is vibrant, competitive and pro-consumer.  
Moreover, there is NO evidence to support an argument that insurance consumers are being 
mistreated by their insurance carriers in the claims adjusting process, and, in fact, the contrary is 
evident. This point is well supported by the exemplary performance of the insurance industry 
after the massive December windstorm, which saw 42,500 insurance claims filed with carriers, 
and only a few consumer complaint files being opened by the Office of the Insurance 
Commissioner (OIC). ESSB 5726 is nothing more than a potentially damaging solution to a non-
existent problem.  
 



Like the rest of the insurance industry, NAMIC believes that ESSB 5726 is unnecessary, because 
Washington state law already provides insureds with a number of effective legal and regulatory 
remedies to address their claims adjusting disputes. Additionally, NAMIC fears that ESSB 5726 
will encourage and facilitate the filing of legally frivolous and factually groundless lawsuits, 
which will needlessly drive up insurance defense costs for carrier and ultimately lead to higher 
insurance rates for consumers.       
 
In addition to the aforementioned public policy arguments against ESSB 5726, NAMIC is 
concerned that this legislation will have the following adverse unintended consequences:  
 
* ESSB 5726 could interfere with OIC regulation of the insurance marketplace, and create 
an economic burden and staffing resource problem for the OIC       
 
As the law stands today, an insurance carrier may voluntarily acknowledge to the OIC that the 
insurer needs to change a current internal administrative practice in order to comply with state 
insurance regulations. This regulatory environment encourages carriers to regularly self-audit 
their business practices and work closely with the OIC to maintain regulatory compliance. This 
regulatory approach promotes cooperation between insurance carriers and the OIC, and helps the 
department regulate the insurance market for the benefit of the consumer. 
 
Should ESSB 5726 become law, the professional relationship between insurance carriers and the 
OIC will fundamentally change. An insurance carrier will no longer be able to acknowledge that 
it has committed a regulatory infraction, because said statement could become the legal basis for 
a civil suit against the carrier. Further, the insurer’s remedial regulatory efforts, in conjunction 
with the OIC, could be introduced in the civil trial as a “legal admission” against the insurance 
carrier’s interest. This will hinder the OIC in its efforts to maintain regulatory compliance.   
 
Additionally, since ESSB 5726 appears to allow a consumer the right to file a lawsuit for treble 
damages and attorney fees on the basis of a mere nominal regulatory infraction by the carrier, 
which is a very low threshold for triggering legal action, plaintiff attorneys will have a legal 
incentive to assert this type of cause of action every time they file a civil lawsuit against an 
insurance carrier. Consequently, the OIC will be forced to expend department time and state 
resources preparing for and participating in civil litigation.  
 
* ESSB 5726 will burden the courts with frivolous lawsuits and delay the adjudication of 
meritorious cases      
 
The proposed legislation will create a statutory cause of action that is rife with potential for 
abuse. According to the language of ESSB 5726, it appears as though a plaintiff need only prove, 
by a mere preponderance of the evidence, that an insurance carrier engaged in an “unreasonable 
act” or a violation of the insurance code to assert a claim for treble damages and reasonable 
attorney fees. 
 
The phrase “unreasonable act” is a nebulous concept that is not clearly defined in the bill and is 
very “fact pattern” specific. This type of cause of action is likely to burden court dockets with 



contentious and protracted litigation. This is neither good for the insurance consumer or the 
judicial system, and could lead to delays in the adjudication of meritorious claims.  
 
* ESSB 5726 will subject defendants to “defacto” punitive damages (treble damages) 
without providing defendants with appropriate statutory safeguards necessary to protect 
them against frivolous claims  
 
The proposed legislation appears to allow for the imposition of treble damages and attorney fees.   
In effect, it creates a “defacto” statutory punitive damage award. Thus, the specific statutory 
provisions of ESSB 5726 should be evaluated in light of and compared to standard punitive 
damages law throughout the nation.   
 
ESSB 5726 would create the lowest trigger in the nation for the imposition of punitive damages. 
Most states that authorize punitive damages for an unfair claims practice require that the plaintiff 
prove that the insurance carrier’s conduct was willful, wanton, malicious, intentional or 
something equally egregious. ESSB 5726 appears to allow for the awarding of punitive damages 
for conduct that is merely “unreasonable” or in violation of an insurance regulation.  
 
Moreover, ESSB 5726 only requires a plaintiff to prove its claim by a mere preponderance of the 
evidence in order to recover punitive damages. This is a very low “burden of proof” standard, 
especially when one considers the serious legal implications of the potential award against a 
defendant (actual damages, treble damages and attorney fees).   
 
In closing, NAMIC respectfully requests that you veto ESSB 5726 for the aforementioned 
reasons, and prevent Washington from becoming the land of frivolous insurance lawsuits, 
unnecessarily high insurance defense costs and needlessly increased insurance rates.  
 
Thank you for your time and effort in regard to this matter. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Christian John Rataj, Esq. 
NAMIC Western State Affairs Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cc: Commissioner Mike Kreidler (via facsimile: 360.586.3109)  



 
 


